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UPDATE ON LEGAL PROCEEDINGS INVOLVING PT TOZY SENTOSA  

 

 

The Board of Directors (“Board”) of Parkson Retail Asia Limited ("Company", and together 

with its subsidiaries, the "Group") refers to the Company’s announcement dated 1 February 

2021 relating to the legal proceedings involving PT Tozy Sentosa ("Announcement"). Unless 

otherwise defined, the capitalised terms used herein shall have the same meanings as 

ascribed to them in the Announcement.  

 

The Board wishes to update that the Company has been informed by PT Tozy that 5 out of 

the 28 Claimants ("PKPU Applicants") had on 3 March 2021 filed a "Suspension of Debt 

Payment Obligation" (Penundaan Kewajiban Pembayaran Utang) ("PKPU") application 

against PT Tozy ("PKPU Application") with the Commercial Court at Central Jakarta District 

Court, Jakarta, Indonesia ("Commercial Court").  

 

The total amount claimed by the PKPU Applicants is approximately IDR4,882.9 million 

(approximately S$0.46 million based on an exchange rate of S$1 : IDR10,724). While 

negotiations with the Claimants have not progressed successfully and no settlement or 

instalment repayment arrangement has been agreed to, PT Tozy has not received any court 

application or further legal notices in respect of the remaining 23 Claimants, and remains 

prepared to continue its engagement with all parties for amicable resolution. 

 

PT Tozy has engaged an Indonesian legal counsel to advise on the PKPU Application. Based 

on the initial legal advice received, the Company has been informed that: 

 

(a)   the PKPU Application relates to an application for the Commercial Court to consider the 

appointment of an administrator ("PKPU Administrator") to oversee the debt 

restructuring arrangements between PT Tozy and all of its creditors (who submit their 

debts to the PKPU Administrator). The PKPU Application is currently fixed for judgement 

hearing at the Commercial Court on or around 31 March 2021. If the Commercial Court 

agrees with the PKPU Applicants, it will grant temporary PKPU status (PKPU Sementara) 

for a maximum of 45 days (from the date of grant of temporary PKPU status); and  

 

(b)  if PT Tozy is granted such PKPU status and a PKPU Administrator is appointed, 

 

(i)   such PKPU Administrator will have oversight and supervisory control over matters 

relating to the payment by PT Tozy of its debts owing to its creditors. The 

operations of PT Tozy shall continue to be managed by PT Tozy's existing 

management, and the existing store operations of PT Tozy will continue to be 

unaffected, albeit that relevant decisions will be cleared with the PKPU 



Administrator (e.g. actions which relate to a transfer in the form of sale and 

purchase of PT Tozy's assets); and   

 

(ii)  PT Tozy (under the supervision of the PKPU Administrator) will have to propose a 

composition plan for the settlement of outstanding debts owed to all of the creditors 

of PT Tozy (who have submitted their debts to the PKPU Administrator), and table 

such proposal at a meeting of the said creditors, who will be accorded voting rights 

on the proposal corresponding to their respective receivable amounts. Such 

proposed composition plan will be approved if the said creditors representing not 

less than half of the voting rights and not less than two-thirds of the total amount 

of submitted debts vote in support of it. If PT Tozy is unable to obtain such approval 

for the proposed composition plan within the temporary PKPU timeline mentioned 

in paragraph (a), PT Tozy may seek creditors' approval for further extension(s) 

(which can be for up to a maximum of 270 days from the date of grant of temporary 

PKPU status), subject to the Commercial Court. Following such extension being 

approved, PT Tozy's temporary PKPU status will be changed to permanent. In the 

event that the requisite creditors' approval is not successfully obtained within the 

timeline (taking into account any approved extension(s)), the Commercial Court 

will cancel PT Tozy's PKPU status and commence bankruptcy proceedings for PT 

Tozy. On the other hand, if the proposed composition plan is approved, the 

Commercial Court will revoke the PKPU status and the appointment of the PKPU 

Administrator will cease, and PT Tozy will be obliged to make debt repayments in 

accordance with the approved composition plan.  

 

As highlighted in the Announcement, most of the Claim Amount had been recognised in the 

financial statements of PT Tozy. The Company is unable to ascertain if there could be any 

additional financial impact of the PKPU Application at this juncture, as this will depend on the 

decision of the Commercial Court as well as the outcome of the creditors' vote on a 

composition plan which will need to be proposed by PT Tozy. The Group will provide an update 

when it is in a better position to determine the expected financial impact, after further 

consultation with the Indonesian legal counsel and the Company's external auditor.  

 

The Company will make further announcements as and when there are any material 

developments, including when the Commercial Court issues its final decision on the PKPU 

Application.  
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